Directions and Map to Parking

Location: Manning Parking Lot (S-11), located on Skipper Bowles Drive, off Manning Drive.

From Durham:
15-501 to Chapel Hill.
Turn right onto Manning Road (signs point to Dean Smith Center and UNC Hospitals).
Turn left onto Skipper Bowles Drive (after the sign for the UNC Family Practice Center).
Enter the second driveway on the left. The bus will be parked at one of the top tiers of the parking lot (there are several levels to the Manning Lot).

From Raleigh:
Exit 273, Highway 54 to Chapel Hill.
From 54, exit onto 15-501/54 Bypass towards Pittsboro.
Turn right onto Manning Road (signs point to Dean Smith Center and UNC Hospitals).
Turn left onto Skipper Bowles Drive (after the sign for the UNC Family Practice Center).
Enter the second driveway on the left. The bus will be parked at one of the top tiers of the parking lot (there are several levels to the Manning Lot).

From points south:
15-501 to Chapel Hill (to 15-501/54 By-pass).
Turn left onto Manning Road (signs point to Dean Smith Center and UNC Hospitals).
Turn left onto Skipper Bowles Drive (after the sign for the UNC Family Practice Center).
Enter the second driveway on the left. The bus will be parked at one of the top tiers of the parking lot (there are several levels to the Manning Lot).